CAD/Revit Drafter
Location: Fremont, CA
Are you an experienced CAD/Revit Drafter that:






Has experience/education in construction design
Can multi-task with attention to detail and has good organization skills
Will contribute to a collaborative working environment
Appreciates a company that encourages a flexible, family-friendly environment
Takes pride in delivering quality drawings

If you said yes to all of the above, please continue reading…
This is an exciting opportunity for an experienced CAD/Revit Drafter who is creative and loves a
challenge. Our CAD/Revit Drafters work with our Project Managers to design how technology is
delivered in corporate environments. CAD/Revit Drafters will create drawings that represent Data
Centers, IT Infrastructure, Physical Monitoring, Audiovisual, Telecommunication and Security systems
based on the client’s requests and architecture.
As Teladata approaches our 30 Year Anniversary, we have continued to offer a flexible, family-friendly
working environment. We encourage personal and professional growth, and have built an upbeat,
creative and very supportive team. At Teladata you can be a significant contributor in a small company
while working on projects that have a variety of cutting edge technologies.
Job Description
Teladata is seeking a CAD/Revit Drafter to work closely with the CAD Documentation Specialist and be
responsible for formulating technical drawings to be used in construction plans for various clients. This
person will work closely with other Teladata team members to deliver drawings on-time and in a
collaborative environment.
Specific Duties and Job Responsibilities:






Complete drawings based on company standards and client specifications.
Collaborate with Teladata Project Managers to communicate project objectives through
drawings.
Setup and monitor the effective development of CAD and Revit based projects.
Create and maintain organization of CAD and Revit Standards.
Work flexible hours to meet project deadlines.

Requirements:





At least 2 years of hands-on CAD and Revit 3D production experience.
Expert knowledge of Revit Building Design Suite and content creation.
Strong knowledge of AutoCAD.
Strong written, verbal and interpersonal communication skills.





Proven ability to thrive in highly collaborative environments.
Proven ability to manage and complete multiple projects.
Familiar with Architectural, Structural and MEP (Mechanical, Electrical or Plumbing) construction
drawings through education or work experience.

